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Abstract: Cardiovascular diseases are the largest cause of death in world accounting for more than a third of all deaths. A research 

estimated that nearly 27% of total deaths in India happen with no medical attention at the time of death.  Due to the high cost and 

inaccessibility of medical care in rural and hilly areas a large percentage of deaths happened without medical care. In this paper we 

propose a wearable heart disease monitoring system that can be cheaply made available to people. In the proposed system heart 

behavior of patient is monitored continuously and extracts the ECG feature making it easier to interpret the abnormality using 

LabVIEW Biomedical Toolkit 2013. Using feature extraction parameters such as P wave, T wave, PR interval, QT interval, QRS 

complex, ST segment are obtained to evaluate the different types of cardiac disorders. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the biomedical field signal monitoring is one of the important tool to understand the physiological condition of the patient. ECG 

signal is very important and contains valuable information of patient [8]. Cardiovascular disease is the disease related to heart. Acute 

Myocardial Infarction (AMI) or commonly known as heart attack is one of the cardiovascular diseases. Because of the changing 

lifestyle the AMI rate is increasing day by day. AMI is a leading cause of death for both man and woman throughout the world. A 

heart attack happens if the flow of oxygen rich blood to a section of heart muscle suddenly becomes blocked and the heart cannot get 

oxygen. Early treatment for a heart attack can prevent or limit damage to a heart muscle otherwise it might further leads to 

arrhythmia. Acting fast at the first symptoms of heart attack, can save patient life. 

So, there is a necessity of new inventions in the field of healthcare which can give the early warning about diseases observance of 

prevention in the area of  health has a significant impact on economic productivity and most important on quality of life of the 

common people. For this purpose number of healthcare systems were developed which test the health conditions. The present medical 

devices are uneasy to wear during continuous monitoring period. Such systems are heavy and there are number of hampering wires 

from sensor to data acquirement system. Nowadays due to technical advances in the field of microelectronics, nanotechnology, 

miniature sensors are developed. These require low power during monitoring. The problems with conventional system are avoided 

using such type of sensors. Telemedicine and remote monitoring are areas which need new innovative ideas and modern 

unconventional methods of realization. The purpose of this research work is to develop a device that would replace the existing 

electrocardiograms and facilitate doctors to record both electrocardiographs and generate an alert to detect arrhythmia and heart attack 

simultaneously. 

II. Electrocardiography (ECG) processing 

Electrocardiography is the most commonly used diagnostic tool in cardiology, it will used for monitoring and recording the electric 

currents generated due to the alternating contraction of atria and ventricles of the heart [8]. ECG (electrocardiogram) is nothing but 

the device which is used to monitor and record these signals. Electrodes are applied to the skin in places where the heart’s signal can 

be measured easily. 

To diagnosis various heart conditions Electrocardiography is used. The ECG sensor is a signal conditioning block for measurement of 

ECG signal. ECG sensor module outputs analog ECG signals when connected to chest using ECG electrodes. It is specially design to 

remove, amplify and filter small bio-signal in the existence of noise and other motion artifacts. The design of sensor is such that it 

may be used by other microcontroller to capture the output signal easily. Following table 1 shows the normal ECG parameters. Figure 

1 shows the processing steps of ECG signals. There are two main ECG stages i.e. preprocessing of signal (it contains Removing 

Baseline wandering and Removal of wideband noise) and feature extraction.  
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Table 1 Normal ECG Parameters [17, 18] 

Phase Duration Amplitude 

P wave 0.06-0.11sec <0.25 

PR interval 0.12-0.20sec  

PR Segment 0.08sec  

QRS complex <0.12sec 0.8-1.2 

ST segment 0.12sec  

QT interval 0.36-0.44sec  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Processing steps of ECG signals. 

a. Removing Baseline wandering 

Baseline wandering usually comes from respiration at frequencies 0.15 to 0.3 Hz and different methods are used to remove baseline 

wandering like Butterworth high-pass filter, moving median and subtraction, spline approximation and subtraction wavelet-based 

baseline cancellation, and wavelet-based high-pass filtering [19]. Wavelet transform can be a best option to remove the baseline 

wandering.  Baseline wandering can be suppressed by high pass digital filter and it is used to eliminate the trend of the ECG signal. 

Because of no latency and less distortion than the digital filter based approach the wavelet transform better than the digital filter based 

approach. Trend level specifies the number of levels of the wavelet decomposition which is approximately [16].  For the monitor 

mode Baseline Wandering in Respiratory signals lies between 0.15Hz and 0.5Hz frequencies because signals above the threshold are 

allowed to pass, also known as high-pass filter. Generally two types of digital Filters are considered for the Impulse Response i.e. 

Infinite Impulse response and Finite impulse Response. Figure 2 shows block diagram of signal processing using different methods 

and figure 3 shows the result of different methods of signal processing. Generalized discrete differential equation for Digital Filters is 

[20]:   
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y[n] : output signal,  

M,N : filter order 

 

 

Figure 2 Block diagram of signal processing using different methods 

 

Figure 3 Front panel of signal processing using different methods. 
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b. Removal of wideband noise 

After removing baseline wandering some other types of noise might still affect feature extraction of the ECG signal and we cannot 

remove them by using traditional digital filters [21]. ECG signal becomes more stationary and explicit than the original signal after 

removing baseline wander the resulting ECG signal. After feature extraction of ECG signal some other types of noise might still and 

noise may be complex stochastic processes within a wideband. the wavelet denoise express virtual instrument, decomposes the ECG 

signal into several sub bands by applying the wavelet transform, is used here to remove the wideband noises to reconstructs denoised 

signal. From the threshold setting options available soft Thresholding is selected and Thresholding rule selected is ‘universal’ and the 

virtual instrument, offers an option to select either discrete wavelet transform or undecimated wavelet transform to denoise the signal, 

sets the threshold to sqrt(2*log(N)). DWT having main drawback i.e. offers an option to select either discrete wavelet transform or 

undecimated wavelet transform to denoise the signal, to overcome this drawback UWT is used because it is redundant, linear and shift 

invariant, more robust and less sensitive to noise [16].  

c. ECG Feature Extraction  

Feature Extraction is diagnosis various features from preprocessed ECG data or we can say that it is the important process to detect 

the cardiac disorders. Feature Extraction provides information about heart rate, conduction velocity, and the conditions of tissues 

within the heart as well as various abnormalities [6]. For diagnosing many cardiac diseases ECG has been extensively used and it is 

nothing but direction and magnitude of the electrical commotion. These generated by depolarization and repolarization of the atria and 

ventricles of heart. ECG feature extraction provides fundamental features to the automated system and in the recent year a number of 

techniques have been proposed to detect these features [21]. LabVIEW is a biomedical toolkit provides ECG feature extractor where 

one can select whether to obtain QRS only or all parameters such as ST segment, QT segment, P onset, P offset, T onset, T offset etc. 

[8]. Table 2 and figure 5 shows the System output readings and Feature extracted output respectively. 

 

Fig. 4 Feature Extraction of ECG signal 
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Figure 5 Feature extracted output 

Table 2 System output readings. 

Segments 100.hea 114.hea 117.hea 

Heart rate mean 75.82bpm 114.04bpm 53.47bpm 

Heart rate Std 5.07bpm 70.28bpm 18.58bpm 

QRS time mean 0.047s 0.092s 0.075s 

QRS time Std 0.009s 0.039s 0.02s 

PR interval mean 0.151s 0.14s 0.222s 

PR interval Std 0.005s  0.045s 0.015s 

QT interval mean 0.342s 0.325s 0.484s 

QT interval Std 0.019s 0.096s 0.051s 

ST level mean -0.016mv -0.027mv 0.004mv 

ST level Std 0.101mv 0.141mv 0.087mv 

ISO level mean -0.071mv -0.016mv -0.048mv 

ISO level Std 0.04mv 0.098mv 0.065mv 

QRS amp. Std 0.107mv 0.353mv 0.193mv 

d. LabVIEW SOFTWARE 

In 1986, LabVIEW was first launched as tool for scientists and engineers to facilitate automated measurements and it is uses a graphic 

interface that enables different elements to be joined together to provide the required flow. LabVIEW is a system-design platform and 

used for data acquisition, instrument control, and industrial automation in a variety of operating systems, like Microsoft Windows, 

various versions of UNIX, Linux, and Mac OS. LabVIEW is specifically designed to accelerate the productivity of engineers and 

scientists and that makes it simple to visualize, create, and code engineering systems [13]. It is designed to interoperate with other 

software. LabVIEW has its advantages like Graphical interface is flexible and simple to use, provides a universal platform for 

numerous applications in diverse fields, it can be interfaced with C/C++, VB, Fortran etc Easy to interface to many hardware items 

( like data acquisition and test equipment products), excellent customer support and a large active community forum, automating 
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Measurements and Processing Signal Data, Automating Test and Validation Systems, Designing Embedded Control and Monitoring 

Systems etc. LabVIEW provides different toolkit for the signal processing like Advanced Signal Processing Toolkit (ASPT: provides 

the WA Detrend VI which can remove the low frequency trend of a signal), Digital Filter Design Toolkit (DFDT: useful to design and 

implement finite impulse response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filters), Wavelet Denoise Express VI etc. [23]. 

3. Conclusion  

For ECG signal processing LabVIEW is more effective and ECG data we still can simulate and analyze it.  We can simulate and 

analyze any ECG data by using the LabVIEW without having an ECG machine and useful for experimental/lab purpose.  
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